September 2016

Inner Space Center News
Hello Ocean Explorers!
After a busy and exciting summer field season, serving several research and
exploration expeditions along with a suite of education programs, the Inner Space
Center (ISC) is preparing for the academic year. ISC staff will be conducting
telepresence broadcasts to U.S. middle and high schools as part of its National
Science Foundation (NSF) funded Marine Technology for Teachers and Students
program. The team will also be launching a new NSF funded project, the
Northwest Passage Project, which will include an expedition on the tall ship SSV
Oliver Hazard Perry into the Canadian Arctic. Be sure to follow the ISC through
social media to stay up to date with our activities. To catch up on what this
summer's expeditions have already accomplished, check out expedition summaries
posted in ISC News.
Educators, now is a great time to register your class for a tour and/or educational
program. Check out our program of the month, Hurricanes: Science and Society,
to get details about our promotional discount for this informative educational
experience. We are still in the peak of the Atlantic hurricane season, so this would
be great program to explore with your students.

Staff Spotlight:
Michelle Deni Malouf is the newest member of the
ISC team, coming aboard this past August as a
Marine Research Specialist. After completing over 5
years of coastal restoration and fisheries
assessment that followed the Deepwater Horizon oil
spill in Louisiana, Michelle is pleased to return to the
world of ocean science research and education. She
earned her Bachelor of Science in Oceanography

from the University of Washington, and is currently
in the Master of Science in Coastal Zone
Management program at Nova Southeastern
University. She served 8 years of combined
Active/Reserve duty service in the U.S. Coast Guard
as a Pollution Investigator and Marine Science
Technician out of Seattle and Southern Louisiana.
She also brings teaching experience with all ages
from both formal and informal learning
environments, as well as shipboard science
experience aboard NOAA, UNOLS, U.S. Coast
Guard, and fisheries vessels. Michelle is will be
assisting with the ISC's research expeditions in
addition to working on several education programs,
including the Marine Technology for Teacher and
Students project. She will also assist with operations
in the Climate Change Education Partnership Alliance Office and the hub of the
Consortium for Ocean Science Exploration and Engagement. Michelle's favorite
part of ocean exploration is being able to investigate the submerged world that
shares our planet and having a front seat to the surprises it reveals.

Sign up for the next public tour!
Explore with us and sign up for an ISC
public tour!
Our upcoming public tour dates include:
Tuesday, October 4 @ 3PM
Tuesday, November 1 @ 3PM
Please contact
tours@innerspacecenter.org with any questions.
Fee: $5 per participant.
Note: Tour registration will close 24 hours prior to the scheduled date.
Book here! (pre-registration is required)

Ship News
The E/V Nautilus is in its
final mapping leg of the 2016
field season. The ship is
currently off the southern
California coast looking for

methane seeps and geological
features to potentially visit next
season. The ship and its crew
have had many
accomplishments and
discoveries this year.For videos,
pictures, and articles from their
2016 season, visit the Nautilus
Live website.
The NOAA Ship Okeanos
Explorer finished their season
mapping in the Pacific Ocean
near Wake Island. Their season will start up again in December. This year, the
Okeanos Explorer found the first petit spot volcano in United States territory,
discovered many new species, and dove on the B-29 Superfortress. To catch up on
what the Okeanos Explorer team did this year, read this article all about their last
leg. For more information visit the NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer website.
Although the Okeanos Explorer may be finished for the season, NOAA Ocean
Exploration and Research is not. They have started another project called Battle of
the Atlantic Underwater WWII Battlefield off the coast of North Carolina. The R/V
Baseline Explorer is using two manned submersibles and one autonomous
underwater vehicle to characterize the remains of several wreck sites of a WWII
Naval Battlefield. To learn more about this project, read their mission plan.
Last month, we wrapped up a telepresence cruise on the M/V Alucia. Two staff
members from the ISC, Dwight Coleman and Alex DeCiccio, broadcasted live
shows to The Exploratorium public learning laboratory in San Fransisco, CA as well
as live shows to our web audience. This was the first time modern telepresence
has been used in a manned submersible. Check out #alucialive to see what you
missed.
Follow us on social media to stay updated for what is inshore for these amazing
research vessels.

ISC Education Program
Spotlight:
"Hurricanes: Science and
Society"
Did you know that the Atlantic
hurricane season starts June 1st and
continues until November 30th? With
hurricane season among us, we
thought we would remind you of our
hurricane themed program!
This month we are highlighting the

ISC's Hurricanes: Science and
Society program. This program
introduces participants to the
meteorological and oceanographic
processes that drive hurricanes as well
as current scientific and technological
advances in hurricane forecasting.
Participants will investigate the
hazards to people and property, how
to follow a hurricane forecast, and
how to be best prepared prior to and
during a hurricane emergency.
All ISC Educational Programs align
with the U.S. Next Generation Science
Standards, as well as the Ocean Literacy Principles and Fundamental Concepts.
ISC education programs can be booked at the ISC, at your site, or virtually
(online).
If this program interests you, take advantage of our "monthly spotlight special." If
you book a Hurricane: Science and Society program in the month of September
(actual program does not have to occur in September) you will receive a 15%
discount!
For more information and a full listing of ISC education programs, visit our
website. To book a program, please contact tours@innerspacecenter.org or call
(401) 874-6414.

Monthly Video Throwback
In September of 2013, off of
the Northeast US
Canyons the Okeanos Explorer
found a Greenland Shark!
These sharks can be between
8-16ft long and weight 880
lbs. This shark is normally
found in Northern Atlantic
waters, but has recently been
found as far south as the Gulf
of Mexico. Scientists have
attributed this wide range of
habitat to the fact that deep
sea environments, even in
warmer environments, resemple the natural habitat of the Greenland Shark.

New digital book from Discovery of

Sound in the Sea
The Discovery of Sound in the Sea (DOSITS)
project has just released a new digital book Discovery of Sound in the Sea Book I:
Importance of Sound in the Ocean. This
DOSITS book focuses on sound in the ocean,
both natural and human produced. This book
contains a selection of DOSITS content about
how marine animals produce, receive, and use
sound, along with a chapter on the potential
effects of human produced sounds on animals
in the ocean.
Sounds produced by marine animals, natural
processes, and human activities fill the global
ocean. Because water is an effective medium
for the transmission of sound, both marine
animals and people use sound as a tool for finding objects, navigating, and
communicating underwater. The DOSITS content is based on well-understood
scientific principles, peer-reviewed literature, and high quality sources of scientific
data. Independent experts, who specialize in underwater acoustics, have reviewed
all of the books content.
This book is an excellent resource for anyone interested in sound in the ocean and
the book makes a great teaching tool. Learn more about the book
at www.dosits.org/book.

Southeastern New England Marine Educators (SENEME) Invites you
to attend...
Annual Fall Meeting & Special Event at Mystic Aquarium
Saturday, October 15, 2016, 1:00 - 3:30 PM
As part of SENEME's Annual Meeting, come and explore Mystic Aquarium's new
interactive Frogs exhibit that features over 30 different species of amphibians.
In this program, MaryEllen Mateleska, Director of Education & Conservation at
Mystic Aquarium, will engage participants with information on amphibian species,
their fascinating adaptations as well as the conservation efforts that are imperative
for their survival. As a vital measure of the region's environmental health, she will
also discuss how you, your family or class can become engaged as citizen
scientists to collect data that will aid in establishing a baseline population size of
amphibians in New England. Populations of frogs, toads, and salamanders are
drastically declining worldwide and collecting this data is an important first step in
protecting these species for the future.
MaryEllen will then guide the group through the exhibit highlighting the unique

species and their funky features.
REGISTER TODAY!
For more information, contact senemeinfo@gmail.com or
visit, http://tinyurl.com/jykw8wr

Register for the 2016
Ocean Literacy Summit!
Registration is now open for the
New England Ocean Science Education Collaborative's 2016 Ocean Literacy
Summit, which will take place November 3 and 4th in Portland, Maine. This year's
Summit will focus on the latest research and education activities surrounding
Ocean Literacy principle #3: "The ocean is a major influence on weather and
climate."
2016 Summit events will include:
A climate change workshop led by the National Network for Ocean and
Climate Change Interpretation (NNOCCI)
A keynote address by Dr. Andy Pershing, Chief Scientific Officer at the Gulf
of Maine Research Institute (GMRI)
Talks by scientists and educators in a redesigned format that will enable
participants to hear all presentations
An interactive Science and Education Fair to highlight hands-on activities and
interpretive ideas on teaching ocean literacy
A panel on effective messaging, creative tools, tips, and marketing
Numerous networking opportunities.
To register for one or both days of the Summit, please go here.
Online registration will be open until October 20th, 2016.
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